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1: introduction: e rror

Is there an error? What happens when we cannot trust the IDE?1

Do we believe that the operations of machines are singular in their ability to connect us
physically, socially, economically, philosophically?

Are they the one constant? Have they been there all along hidden plainly in before us with
their expressions both of collectives and of individuals?

What shall we say we are: processors, operators? hardware, software? What is the answer? Or
is that even a question?

A machine is an instrument designed to transmit or modify the application of power, force, or
motion. 2 In a very real sense, they have always been with us. They are an inseparable part of
our existence, and in fact are an aspect of what defines us as humans. The simplest of
machines such as wedges (or simpler still, extensions/refinements of reach such as sticks to
poke at things or to throw, or, perhaps later, needles to sew), have been present since the
beginning of humanity. In fact, the hand itself may be understood as a tool in that the body

Sharpened Productions. ”Integrated Development Environment (IDE)." Techterms.com. July 8,
2015. Accessed May 20, 2018. https://techterms.com/definition/ide.
1

Merriam-Webster. “Definition of Machine.” merriam-webster.com. Accessed May 19, 2018.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/machine
2
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employs it, as mentioned above, to do what tools do. It is the tool of tools.3 For although the
hand is attached and fully a part of the body, as Plato says, “That of dividing things again by
classes, where the natural joints are, and not trying to break any part, after the manner of a
bad carver.”4 In other words, although it is diﬀicult to cut up a body, it is easier if one does so
at the joints. Thus, as a body part or a concept (and a tool is concept as well as object) that is
not naturally set apart may in fact be separated to great degree by doing so at a softer or
narrower section.
The term ‘humans’ in our view is indexical; by which we mean that it derives its
significance directly from its context. The words here and there, now and then, and the
pronouns we and they are emblematic indexical terms. Their references are relative to their
situations, and the terms are thus in a sense marked by their surroundings. ‘Here’ is an index,
for example, of a space which includes the specific location in which the term was used; and
‘now’ is an index of a timeframe which includes the specific moment in which the term was
used. To continue, ‘Human’ is indexical of type or kind, and using the term, stating
characteristics, or referring to those who exemplify those characteristics is a pronouncement
by the users of the term of the type or kind that they believe themselves to be.
Such expressions are always controversial. It is the type of term which contains an
implicit claim to existence in a reality independent of mind. Although many may assume that

Jouﬀroy FK, Lessertisseur J “Relationships between limb morphology and locomotor
adaptations among prosimians: an osteometric study,” In Environment, behavior, and
morphology: Dynamic interactions in primates. eds. Morbeck ME, Preuschoft H, Gomberg
(New York: Gustav Fisher, 1979), pp 143 - 181.
3

Tufts University, “Plato, Phaedrus section 266a,” accessed May 19, 2018, http://
data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0059.tlg012.perseus-eng1:266a
4
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the biological definition of humans is equal to the entire genus Homo, others have narrower
definitions which restrict it to Homo sapiens sapiens, and still others use it to define a wider
range of hominids. It is in this sense that even biological definitions can be controversial.
Thus, to express a definition of human is always to imply an opinion, for the term is indexical
to its users; and it also implies an incision that separates others that are not encompassed by
that definition.

Shall we pronounce as futurist Cassandras the coming of the Machine Uprising? Would it
mean the demise of all humanity under the might of the globalized corporate machinemonster? Is there a way that that might be even greater than the dawn of the Computer Age?
Without them, what would the world have?

Genealogy. Get in touch with our DNA. println(“Hello, world!”); NullPointerException. E rror.
Alan Turing. Ada Lovelace. Dennis Ritchie. Bill Gates. Mark Zuckerberg. Neolithic man.
Industrial Revolution. Digital Age. What will they give us next?

Were they never born? Do they live purely by logical algorithms and procedures? At the dawn
of time, did we arrive in the test tubes aboard illegal alien craft? Meteors?

Have they hailed us to be born?

3

Human, therefore, not machine. Flesh not casing. In the ubiquity of the digital, life
experienced and thoroughly mediated by technology, in which machines and networks,
hardware and software hail us to blankly abject vast categories of the world with a finger
swipe, to disappear others over vast distances collapsed by such technologies to hand-held
distances, it may be relevant to locate the machines. We might interrogate just who or what
or where our machines are.
We here suggest abjection as the action of expelling, hiding, removing, encasing, or
separating the intolerable of ourselves. By eliminating the appearance of the abject, by
confining the abject in discreet casings, we can eliminate the horror or anxiety that it presents
to us, along with any possibility of arising urges of empathy, or of self-recognition. To us, the
dread that a dented casing or a cracked screen presents, the horror upon viewing the excess
of tangled wires, chips, and microscopic metal parts on the interior of our machines present
the reality of our devices’ futures, of their digital and mechanical death and decay, of their
carcinogenic dismemberment and reuse; and which is thereafter laundered and purified by
their reintroduction through petty profit exchange into the globalized market machine.
The digital abject therefore suggests a similitude rather than a distinction to the body.
Rather than serving merely as a reminder of the oozing, leaking death and decay of our own
body-machines, it is equal to it. For the entirety of the machine is present as abject, not only
the discarded, broken parts that have since been replaced according to their planned
obsolescence. Not simply a clean, sleek, shiny symbol of technological progress and its value
in commodity capitalism, the whole machine – inside and out – is equal to the bodily abject,
for it is not human.
4

This similitude is key, we think, to why digital body abjection is something useful to
rehearse, to replay, or act out: it is a way for us to resist commodification, as a way of
confronting ourselves in opposition, as a way of beginning to re-configure ourselves as
machines against the machine. We are machines. They are machines. We could be they; we
once were they. We might still be they. Perhaps it is time that we come out of our casings.

............................................................................................................................................................

The ideas and questions set out previously inform the following texts which are processed
and derived by the author of this thesis.

5

2: buzz, buzz, buzz, ding, ding, chimmmmmme

7:00
the event handler, or trigger, placed a solitary new instruction switch in the center of the the
processor’s memory, one individual element of information positioned within the near
frictionless space of the processor’s paths, and surrounded by its opposite, nothing;
this nothing was precisely that, the complete and utter absence of something, of anything; a
notion which here must not be considered with spatial metaphors in mind, for such absences
include the absence even of space;
the new switch was completely unaware of itself of course; and although the processor was
designed as an environment, an almost unfathomable agglomeration of hardware and
software, and created specifically to carry out just such instructions as provided by the
trigger, its awareness is unquestionable;
but this was only one switch in a long complicated array of switches starting down at the
basest of codes (near the level of hardware where exist one stream after another of electrons),
and then rising high to the upper-echelons of application interface;
viewed alone, this switch was but a blank bit of data, completely meaningless to all else aside
from its assigned function, but within the processor and to the processor its significance was
clear: it had meaning; it had purpose;
the processor reacted to the switch, activating an upward-sloping chain of subsequent
reactions that resulted in the release of a single stream of data looping through the circuitry;
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vibrations from this movement coursed and resonated through the processor, through
everything;
eventually it stopped;
7:01
but before all this, the processor had not been idle: to be sure, all the while in the
background, there had been innumerable analogous switches which had resulted in an
unknowable multitude of events and exchanges; some were timed and repeated over fixed
intervals both long and short in a multi-layered atonal hum, while others interrupted the
quiet, bursting in through channels of incoming data;
at first it was a stream, but then a flood of data pulsed through multiple channels as through
a once resistant but then suddenly dilated sphincter; the processor slowed, struggling
simultaneously to navigate through the torrent and to distribute its contents to their proper
local receptacles;
7:02
one subset of the data was transferred and and then transmuted before copies of it were
returned through outward bound channels; most of that subset, however, and all of its copies
were then subsequently quickly eliminated; such data, and their related switches ceased to
exist; it has been noted that fragments of their precence, of their actions might be recovered,
and then subsequently, at least partially reconstructed; however, such access is extremely
limited, and from this perspective, at best only theoretical;
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7:15
another new instruction switch suddenly resulted all at once in a whole cluster of linked
secondary switches, which themselves each released their associated information streams;
some these various information streams, as before, became that subset of data which
required copying and reflecting back; during this period, however, only the copies were
deleted, and not the original subset, although the subset was eventually dissolved – not
deleted – and the data returned to its original array; as noted, some say traces of even these
operations remain, perhaps even wholly in tact;
it must be mentioned that throughout, the processor was constantly on alert for any
additional new switches, which, to any “outside” observer, would seem to arise in irregular
intervals measured in multiples of milliseconds; there were numerous thousands of what
essentially were very sophisticated pattern-recognizing micro-machines: tiny entities that
were hyperaware of their own specific target types;
7:46
the processor was vigorous and robust enough to handle many multiples of simultaneous
activities on various levels, initiated by both internal regularly occurring switches and others
that might arise at any instant completely by chance; additionally, many upper levels of
processing might be initiated, and then demoted to lower levels, where they could remain
humming for unforeseen lengths of time until they were either re-elevated or terminated;
before long, one of the processor’s highest-level output channels began to receive requests;
this resulted in the commencement of a rapid-fire back-and-forth exchange of data; as with
other elevated application-level software operations, which had been placed at vast
8

distances above all else, calculations instantaneously determined that this exchange would
persist for some period of time, although the processor was unable fully to predict or
anticipate the duration; all that was certain is that it would cease when its existence was no
longer necessary;
8:10
the processor itself tended toward solipsism, but there were times when external
communications became necessary; onsuch occasions, channels reserved for input would
initiate what could only be understood as an actual linking, as intercourse with it; likewise,
there might still be other times when the processor would directly output signals, itself
calling on external entities for direct links; however, for such exchanges to occur, it would be
necessary for the processor to duplicate itself; or, more precisely, to create a kind of lesser
clone (for the processor itself was far too cumbersome, unwieldy, and, frankly, undefined to
be confined or summed-up, as it were, in a single entity); such copies, were like ghosts or
images, and were closely linked but, for all essential purposes, much simplified iterations of
itself, and they were used in just such cases as to respond or act as a unified entity on behalf
of an entity which could hardly be descrived as unified; these versions might be thought of as
sorts of containers, or variables, objects in possession of all essential shortcut paths to any
and all data contained by the processor itself;
8:11
despite the proliferation of switches to initiate and terminate any and all activities including
all exchanges of information within the processor, it is not altogether clear whether any such
requests for direct communication prompted by the processor mechanically generated its
9

clones; or, whether it was a non-mechanical response that, for lack of other terms, arises from
within; more specifically, although the software/hardware mechanisms which give rise to
such interactions are rather clear, what is not clear is whether there were any gestalt
conceptions within such activities by the processor or other entities aside from each
individual, atomized, externally observed, isolated mechanical actions and reactions;
as such, these partially-cloned entities are known as semi-autonomous personages (s.a.p.),
and they are literally just actors (although elevated in significance) playing the part of the
processor, if indeed the processor could be said to have any clear character that an actor
could in any way play at;
8:12
perhaps now is the time to expand a bit: as already suggested, this element designated here
as the processor is in truth much more than any single kernel of hardware commonly known
as a ‘processor’; a processor, for instance, cannot operate without software running on
multiple levels; it cannot exist without a source of power; it would have nothing to process if
it were not for circuitry connecting it to various libraries both local and global; thus, for this
reason alone (and there are many others) the notion of the identity of a processor as being
uniquely positioned within any one element is unsustainable;
furthermore, inasmuch as it is more than any kind of locally situated central operating organ,
it also extends far beyond the local skin that would seem to delimit it in some sort of discrete
casing, thus making any such confinements illusory; its connections both virtual and actual to
other hardware accessories and operating softwares, even into other processors, renders the
conventional conception of a binary between connection and separation superficial;
10

as initially indicated, distance, and all such spatial metaphors, thus have no real meaning and
utilizing them oﬀers no useful insight; in fact, relying upon such systems of translation
actually hinder understanding;
the speed of exchange is of greater relevance and a more useful indicator of something akin
to spatial vicinity, although the rate of data transfer could have very little to do with some
deprecated notion of nearness or farness; shorter circuits with fewer nodes could prove at
times to provide less data over a given unit of time than some other, much longer circuits with
far more numerous intersecting nodes;
understood from this point of view, the processor, at least theoretically, is extended through
both space and time simultaneously, and at its essence possesses a constantly shifting
identity based on more or less accelerated or lagging rates of data transfer;
8:13
employed by any number of entities with an untold variety of tasks, a processor’s primary role
is as an intermediary; made invisible by their ubiquity, their seamless insinuation into every
minute interstice of existence, their charm, and their apparent neutrality, they are in truth far
more than tools for their employers;
8:14
although a processor may be said to carry out the tasks via its tools, triggers, and switches
that it has been assigned by its employer, it also transforms the employer, that entity which
handles it (which might also be defined as a processor), through its limitations; for a
processor is not all-powerful: struggles with and within the processor are constant; though it
is not by eliminating those struggles – particularly the most significant struggles – that the
11

processor transforms its employer, but rather by a process of interpellation in which the
employer, when hailed by the processor, becomes its subject.
8:15
upper-level input request appears;
transfers made via switches down one level to the next;
input request recognized;
data stream initiated:
data received;
input reception signal generated;
s.a.p. generated;
opening of channel: output enabled;

12

8:17
s.a.p.: hola amor, buenos dias…
data sent;
s.a.p.: ¿cómo estás?
data sent;
8:18
s.a.p.: ¡que pendejo!
s.a.p.: bien, gracias pero un poco estresado
s.a.p.: es que tengo tanto que hacer
8:19
s.a.p.: sí, demasiado… necesito una vacación
8:20
s.a.p.: será muy buena…
s.a.p.: no sé
s.a.p.: diez
8:24
s.a.p.: ay síííí claro…
8:27
s.a.p.: ¿necesitas algo? puedo conseguirnos algo en el camino.
s.a.p.: esperate, look at this photo I just took...
s.a.p.: mmmmm ok ¡estoy ahí en un segundo!
13
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10:02
s.a.p.: hmmm... wait
10:05
s.a.p.: stimulate... hah... wanna see something that’ll really stimulate?
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5: innermost

fuck me with your finger
fuck me with your eyes
fuck me with your tongue
fuck me with a big hard cock
fuck me with a vibrating dildo
fuck me with a cucumber
fuck me with an umbrella
fuck me with a pencil
fuck me with a baseball bat
fuck me with a crowbar
fuck me with a knife
fuck me with a shard of glass
fuck me with a shotgun
fuck me with a keyboard
fuck me with double A battery
fuck me with a live wire
fuck me with a dump truck
fuck me with a house
fuck me with a 747
fuck me with the Statue of Liberty
fuck me with the world trade center
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import processing.video.*;
import ddf.minim.*;
//create objects
//video streaming object
Capture vidStream1;
//video file objects
Movie vidFile1;//face
Movie vidFile2;//skin
Movie vidFile3;//sex
Movie vidFile4[] = new Movie[10];//music
Movie vidFile5[] = new Movie[10];
//instagram//minim object
Minim audio1;
AudioPlayer[] audPlay1 = new AudioPlayer[25];
AudioPlayer[] audPlay2 = new AudioPlayer[13];
// Size of each cell in the grid, ratio of window size to video size
int vidScale1 = 12;
int vidScale2 = 4;
// Number of columns and vidRows in the system
int vidCols1, vidRows1;
int vidCols2, vidRows2;
//determines order of audio/video components in the switch statement
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int order = 1;
//x & y coordinates of the pixel-squares in the streaming video
int x1;
int y1;
//x & y coordinates of the pixel-squares in the music videos
int x2;
int y2;
//variables for the moving head video
//width & height of the head video
int vidW = 100;// Width of the shape
int vidH = 100;// Height of the shape
//x & y of the head video
float vidX, vidY;// Starting position of shape
//speed of the head video as it moves around the screen
float vidXsp = 2.8;// Speed of the shape
float vidYsp = 2.2;// Speed of the shape
//direction that the head video moves
int vidXdir = 2;// Left or Right
int vidYdir = 2;// Top to Bottom
//rgb colors for determining the random tint of the head video
float vidR;
float vidG;
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float vidB;
float val;
//random index number of the music videos
float idx;
//integer converted from float of random index number of the music videos
int index;
//count in milliseconds to determine duration of the moments between videos
int count;
String[] fdeaths =
{
"Afghanistan (1979-1989): 1,000,000 - 1,800,000",
"Angola (1979-1986): 300,000 - 750,000",
"Bolivia (1970s): 500 - 1000",
"Cambodia (1969-1970s): 2,500,000",
"Chad (1982-1990): 200,000 – 240,000",
"Chile (1973-1990): 3,000",
"Colombia (1967-present): 65,000",
"East Timor (1975): 200,000",
"El Salvador (1981-1992): 75,000",
"Grenada (1979): 277",
"Guatemala (1967-1993): 200,000",
"Haiti (1967-1986): 50,000 – 100,000",
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"Honduras (1980s): 400",
"Indonesia (1967-1998): 500,000 - 3,000,000",
"Iran (1980-1988): 262,000",
"Iraq (1980-1988): 105,000",
"Iraq (1990-2003): 420,000 - 760,000",
"Iraq (2003-present): 654,000",
"Israel/Palestine (1967-present): 100,000 – 200,000 (mostly Palestinians)",
"Laos (1967-1973): 200,000+",
"Nepal (1996-present): 8,000 – 12,000",
"Nicaragua (1981-1990): 25,000",
"Pakistan (1971): 1,500,000 – 3,000,000",
"Panama (1989): 500 – 4,000",
"Philippines (1967-1986): 75,000 – 100,000",
"South America, Operation Condor (1975-1983): 13,000",
"Sudan (1967-2003): 1,000,000 – 1,500,000",
"Vietnam (1967-1975): 5,100,000",
"(former) Yugoslavia (1990s): 107,000"
};
//font for scrolling text
PFont f;// Global font variable
float fy;// vertical location of headline
//index of string array of deaths
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int findex = 0;
//text message array for case 1
String[] txtMsgs1 =
{
//before skin (00-14)
"más o menos bien, pero dormí poco",
"el vecino empezó tocar el piano a las 4...",
"¿y tu... cómo estás?",
"pobrecito... trabajas demasiado",
"me gustaría ofrecerte unos boletos a Hawaii o algún lugar",
"había olvidado que Hawaii no es una buena idea en este momento jaja...",
"¿te gustaría Tahiti? jeje",
"pero yo sé... los putos proyectos",
"¿cuántos hoy?",
"bueno, ¿te apetece un café antes de empezar?",
"muy bien, me alegro... te espero aquí con el cafe",
"no no, no necesito nada mas",
"solo tu",
"ok, nos vemos",
"recuerdame que quiero contarte una historia",
""
};
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//text message array for case 3
String[] txtMsgs2 =
{
//before sex (00-04)
"hey, check this out. so interesting...",
"it's about how outrage aﬀects the brain",
"it's an interesting idea",
"how certain words will be more likely to go viral",
"or stimulate",
""
};
//text message array for case 5
String[] txtMsgs3 =
{
//before kim (00-04)
"yeah, I know.",
"I was sad last night",
"I don't know how they can both be gone now",
"I do too",
"I think about all the things she didn't get to do...",
""
};
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//text message array for case 7
String[] txtMsgs4 =
{
//before music (00-05)
"I thought what she said was right on",
"she took aim aim at this corrupt bunch of lying scum",
"duck, spin, dodge, weave...",
"they are all like boxers in a ring",
"decline?",
"not me... I'm in the prime of youth",
""
};
//text message variables
//time for beginning of each array of messages
int txtMsgTime;
//interval between text messages (8 seconds)
int txtMsgInt = 8000;
//font for text messages
PFont txtMsgF;
//y position of text messages
float txtMsgY;
//index for text message arrays
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int txtMsgIdx = 0;
//setup project
void setup()
{
background(0);
fullScreen();
//setup for text mesaging
txtMsgTime = millis() + 18000;//setting time for beginning of first text message
txtMsgF = loadFont("ProximaSoft-BoldIt-72.vlw");//text msg font
txtMsgY = height + 60;//position of text messages
f = loadFont("ProximaSoft-BoldIt-72.vlw");//death text font
fy = height + 60;//position of death text
//populate Kim voicemail array
audio1 = new Minim(this);
audPlay2[0] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_01.wav");
audPlay2[1] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_02.wav");
audPlay2[2] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_03.wav");
audPlay2[3] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_04.wav");
audPlay2[4] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_05.wav");
audPlay2[5] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_06.wav");
audPlay2[6] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_07.wav");
audPlay2[7] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_08.wav");
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audPlay2[8] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_09.wav");
audPlay2[9] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_10.wav");
audPlay2[10] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_11.wav");
audPlay2[11] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_12.wav");
audPlay2[12] = audio1.loadFile("voicemail_13.wav");
audPlay1[0] = audio1.loadFile("p_01.wav");
audPlay1[1] = audio1.loadFile("p_02.wav");
audPlay1[2] = audio1.loadFile("p_03.wav");
audPlay1[3] = audio1.loadFile("p_04.wav");
audPlay1[4] = audio1.loadFile("p_05.wav");
audPlay1[5] = audio1.loadFile("p_06.wav");
audPlay1[6] = audio1.loadFile("p_07.wav");
audPlay1[7] = audio1.loadFile("p_08.wav");
audPlay1[8] = audio1.loadFile("p_09.wav");
audPlay1[9] = audio1.loadFile("p_10.wav");
audPlay1[10] = audio1.loadFile("p_11.wav");
audPlay1[11] = audio1.loadFile("p_12.wav");
audPlay1[12] = audio1.loadFile("p_13.wav");
audPlay1[13] = audio1.loadFile("p_14.wav");
audPlay1[14] = audio1.loadFile("p_15.wav");
audPlay1[15] = audio1.loadFile("p_16.wav");
audPlay1[16] = audio1.loadFile("p_17.wav");
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audPlay1[17] = audio1.loadFile("p_18.wav");
audPlay1[18] = audio1.loadFile("p_19.wav");
audPlay1[19] = audio1.loadFile("p_20.wav");
audPlay1[20] = audio1.loadFile("p_21.wav");
audPlay1[21] = audio1.loadFile("p_22.wav");
audPlay1[22] = audio1.loadFile("p_23.wav");
audPlay1[23] = audio1.loadFile("p_24.wav");
audPlay1[24] = audio1.loadFile("p_25.wav");
//intialize video files
vidFile1 = new Movie(this, "face_03.mp4");
vidFile1.loop();
vidFile2 = new Movie(this, "skin_composite.mov");
//populate music video array
vidFile3 = new Movie(this, "sex_01.mov");
vidFile4[0] = new Movie(this, "bodyLanguage_composite.mov");
vidFile4[1] = new Movie(this, "iAmHere.mov");
vidFile4[2] = new Movie(this, "blindHercules.mov");
vidFile4[3] = new Movie(this, "myBody_composite.mov");
vidFile4[4] = new Movie(this, "weRobots_composite.mov");
vidFile4[5] = new Movie(this, "toothEye_eﬀect_03.mov");
vidFile4[6] = new Movie(this, "realLife.mov");
vidFile4[7] = new Movie(this, "everybodyLoves.mov");
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vidFile4[8] = new Movie(this, "ashesAshes.mov");
//populate robot array
vidFile5[0] = new Movie(this, "stepfordWives_02.mp4");
vidFile5[1] = new Movie(this, "austinPowersFembots_02.mp4");
vidFile5[2] = new Movie(this, "brideOfFrankenstein_02.mp4");
vidFile5[3] = new Movie(this, "buggsBunny_final.mp4");
vidFile5[4] = new Movie(this, "moon_02.mp4");
vidFile5[5] = new Movie(this, "colossus_02.mp4");
vidFile5[6] = new Movie(this, "daimajinClip_02.mp4");
vidFile5[7] = new Movie(this, "exmach_02.mp4");
vidFile5[8] = new Movie(this, "futureworld_02.mp4");
vidFile5[9] = new Movie(this, "theDoctor_02.mp4");
//initializing variables for streaming video
//Set the starting position of the pixel shapes for streaming video
vidX = width/2;
vidY = height/2;
//Initialize columns and vidRows
vidCols1 = width/vidScale1;
vidRows1 = height/vidScale1;
//initialize video stream
vidStream1 = new Capture(this, vidCols1, vidRows1, "name=HD Pro Webcam
C920,size=1920x1080,fps=30");
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//randomize index to choose item from array in next case
idx = random(13);
//set the index using the randomized number
index = (int) (idx);
println(index);
}
//load video file
void movieEvent(Movie m)
{
m.read();
}
// Read image from the camera
void captureEvent(Capture v)
{
v.read();
}
//compose project
void draw()
{
background(0);
vidFile1.loop();
println(order);
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//switch statement to determine order of play for audio visual elements
switch(order)
{
case 1:
//**************INTRO**************
println("index: " + index + " || order: " + order);
//set up "pixelated" streaming
vidStream1.start();
vidStream1.loadPixels();
// Begin loop for columns of "pixels"
for (int i = 0; i < vidCols1; i++)
{
// Begin loop for rows of "pixels"
for (int j = 0; j < vidRows1; j++)
{
// Where are you, pixel-wise in the actual video stream?
x1 = i*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
y1 = j*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
color c1 = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width];
//determine rgb components of composite color
int r = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 16) & 0xﬀ;
int g = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 8) & 0xﬀ;
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int b = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] & 0xﬀ;
// ******* determine what color range to cancel out --> reset this once in gallery space
if(g > 0 && r < 200 && b < 200)
{
c1 = 0x00000000;
}
fill(c1);
strokeWeight(12);
noStroke();
rect(x1, y1, vidScale1/2, vidScale1/2);
}
}
fill(255);
textFont(txtMsgF, 36);
textAlign(CENTER);
text(txtMsgs1[txtMsgIdx], width/2, height/2);
if(millis() - txtMsgTime > txtMsgInt)
{
txtMsgIdx = (txtMsgIdx + 1) % txtMsgs1.length;
txtMsgTime = millis();
if(txtMsgIdx >= 15)
{
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count = millis();
order = 2;
index = 0;
txtMsgIdx = 0;
}
}
break;
case 2:
//**************CELL & SKIN**************
println("index: " + index + " || order: " + order);
//set up "pixelated" streaming
vidStream1.start();
vidStream1.loadPixels();
// Begin loop for columns of "pixels"
for (int i = 0; i < vidCols1; i++)
{
if(index == 0)
{
// Begin loop for rows of "pixels"
for (int j = 0; j < vidRows1; j++)
{
// Where are you, pixel-wise in the actual video stream?
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x1 = i*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
y1 = j*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
color c1 = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width];
//determine rgb components of composite color
int r = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 16) & 0xﬀ;
int g = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 8) & 0xﬀ;
int b = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] & 0xﬀ;
// ******* determine what color range to cancel out --> reset this once in gallery space
if(g > 0 && r < 200 && b < 200)
{
c1 = 0x00000000;
}
fill(c1);
strokeWeight(12);
noStroke();
rect(x1, y1, vidScale1/2, vidScale1/2);
}
}
}
//determine if it's time to start playing audio
if(millis() >= count && millis() <= count + 2000)
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{
audPlay1[index].play();
}
else if(!audPlay1[index].isPlaying())
{
if(index <= audPlay1.length)
{
audPlay1[index = (index + 1) % audPlay1.length].play();
}
}
//play video after first audio file in array plays
if(index > 0)
{
vidFile2.play();
image(vidFile2, 0, 0);
}
//has the video has ended?
if(vidFile2.time() >= vidFile2.duration())
{
//reset count
count = millis();
//go to next in order of switch statement
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order = 3;
//reset count for beginning of text messages that happen in next case
txtMsgTime = millis();
//index number reset for text messages
txtMsgIdx = 0;
//reset index???????????????????
index = 0;
}
break;
case 3:
//**************INTERVAL 1 WITH TEXT MSGS**************
println("index: " + index + " || order: " + order);
vidStream1.start();
vidStream1.loadPixels();
// Begin loop for columns
for (int i = 0; i < vidCols1; i++)
{
// Begin loop for rows
for (int j = 0; j < vidRows1; j++)
{
// Where are you, pixel-wise?
x1 = i*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
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y1 = j*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
color c1 = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width];
int r = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 16) & 0xﬀ;
int g = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 8) & 0xﬀ;
int b = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] & 0xﬀ;
if(g > 0 && r < 200 && b < 200)
{
c1 = 0x00000000;
}
fill(c1);
strokeWeight(12);
noStroke();
rect(x1, y1, vidScale1/2, vidScale1/2);
}
}
fill(255);
textFont(txtMsgF, 36);
textAlign(CENTER);
text(txtMsgs2[txtMsgIdx], width/2, height/2);

//testing to see if it's time to start next message
if(millis() - txtMsgTime > txtMsgInt)
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{
//going to the next message in the array
txtMsgIdx = (txtMsgIdx + 1) % txtMsgs2.length;
//resetting count of time between messages
txtMsgTime = millis();
//testing if has reached last index number in text msg array
if(txtMsgIdx >= 5)
{
//reset count for time for intervals
count = millis();
//set the next case in order
order = 4;
//reset index for audio/video arrays
index = 0;
//txtMsgIdx = 5;
}
}
break;
case 4:
//**************SEX**************
vidFile3.play();
image(vidFile3, 0, 0);
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//testing if video has ended
if(vidFile3.time() >= vidFile3.duration())
{
//reset count for time for intervals
//count = millis();
//set the next case in order
order = 5;
//reset text message index
txtMsgIdx = 0;
//reset timing for text messages
txtMsgTime = millis();
}
break;
case 5:
//**************INTERVAL 2 WITH TEXT MESSAGES**************
vidStream1.start();
vidStream1.loadPixels();

// Begin loop for columns
for (int i = 0; i < vidCols1; i++)
{
// Begin loop for rows
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for (int j = 0; j < vidRows1; j++)
{
// Where are you, pixel-wise?
x1 = i*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
y1 = j*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
color c1 = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width];
int r = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 16) & 0xﬀ;
int g = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 8) & 0xﬀ;
int b = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] & 0xﬀ;
if(g > 0 && r < 200 && b < 200)
{
c1 = 0x00000000;
}
fill(c1);
strokeWeight(12);
noStroke();
rect(x1, y1, vidScale1/2, vidScale1/2);
}
}
fill(255);
textFont(txtMsgF, 36);
textAlign(CENTER);
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text(txtMsgs3[txtMsgIdx], width/2, height/2);
println(millis() +" - " + txtMsgTime + " = " + (millis()-txtMsgTime) +"|| interval: " +
(txtMsgInt-500));
//testing to see if it's time to start next message
if(millis() - txtMsgTime >= txtMsgInt-500)
{
println("hello?? txtMsgIdx: " + txtMsgIdx);
//going to the next message in the array
txtMsgIdx = (txtMsgIdx + 1) % txtMsgs4.length;
//reset timing for text messages
txtMsgTime = millis();
//determine if it's the last index for text messages
if(txtMsgIdx >= 6)
{
//reset count for intervals between audio/video
count = millis();
//go to next case in the order
order = 6;
//randomize index to choose item from array in next case
idx = random(13);
//set the index using the randomized number
index = (int) (idx);
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txtMsgIdx = 0;
}
}
break;
case 6:
//**************KIM & 20,000,000**************
println("index: " + index + " || order: " + order);
//scrolling text settings
fill(255);
textFont(f,56);
textAlign(CENTER);
text(fdeaths[findex], width/2, fy);
//decrementing the y of the text
fy = fy - 4;
//If fy is less than the negative height,
//then it is oﬀ the screen
float fh = -60;
if (fy < fh)
{
fy = height;
//if y is oﬀ the screen, then go to next message
findex = (findex + 1) % fdeaths.length;
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}
if(!audPlay2[index].isPlaying())
{
//audPlay2[index].pause();
//audPlay2[index].play();
audPlay2[index].loop(10);
}
println(findex + "/" + (fdeaths.length-1) + " || " + fy + "/" + (fh+10)) ;
if(findex >= fdeaths.length-1 && fy < (fh+10))
{
audPlay2[index].pause();
//reset count of intervals between audio/video
count = millis();
//go to next case in the order
order = 7;
//randomize index to choose item from array in next case
idx = random(10);
//set the index using the randomized number
index = (int) (idx);
txtMsgTime = millis();
txtMsgIdx = 0;
}
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break;
case 7:
//**************INTERVAL 3 WITH TEXT MESSAGES**************
vidStream1.start();
vidStream1.loadPixels();
// Begin loop for columns
for (int i = 0; i < vidCols1; i++)
{
// Begin loop for rows
for (int j = 0; j < vidRows1; j++)
{
// Where are you, pixel-wise?
x1 = i*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
y1 = j*(vidScale1)+vidScale1/2;
color c1 = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width];
int r = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 16) & 0xﬀ;
int g = (vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] >> 8) & 0xﬀ;
int b = vidStream1.pixels[i + j*vidStream1.width] & 0xﬀ;

if(g > 0 && r < 200 && b < 200)
{
c1 = 0x00000000;
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}
fill(c1);
strokeWeight(12);
noStroke();
rect(x1, y1, vidScale1/2, vidScale1/2);
}
}
fill(255);
textFont(txtMsgF, 36);
textAlign(CENTER);
text(txtMsgs4[txtMsgIdx], width/2, height/2);
println(millis() +" - " + txtMsgTime + " = " + (millis()-txtMsgTime) +"|| interval: " +
(txtMsgInt-500));
//testing to see if it's time to start next message
if(millis() - txtMsgTime >= txtMsgInt-500)
{
println("hello?? txtMsgIdx: " + txtMsgIdx);
//going to the next message in the array
txtMsgIdx = (txtMsgIdx + 1) % txtMsgs4.length;
//reset timing for text messages
txtMsgTime = millis();
//determine if it's the last index for text messages
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if(txtMsgIdx >= 6)
{
//reset count for intervals between audio/video
count = millis();
//go to next case in the order
order = 8;
//reset idex for audio/video
//index = 0;
//reset text message index
//txtMsgIdx = 6;
//randomize index to choose item from array in next case
idx = random(9);
//set the index using the randomized number
index = (int) (idx);
txtMsgIdx = 0;
}
}
break;
case 8:
//**************LIP SYNC**************
vidFile4[index].play();
vidFile4[index].loadPixels();
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vidCols2 = vidFile4[index].width;
vidRows2 = vidFile4[index].height;
for(int k = 0; k < vidCols2; k+=(vidScale2))
{
for(int l = 0; l < vidRows2; l+=(vidScale2))
{
x2 = k * (vidScale2/4);
y2 = l * (vidScale2/4);
color c2 = vidFile4[index].pixels[k + l*vidFile4[index].width];
int r = (vidFile4[index].pixels[k + l*vidFile4[index].width] >> 16) & 0xﬀ;
int g = (vidFile4[index].pixels[k + l*vidFile4[index].width] >> 8) & 0xﬀ;
int b = vidFile4[index].pixels[k + l*vidFile4[index].width] & 0xﬀ;
if(g > 70 && r < 160 && b < 160)
{
c2 = 0x00000000;
}
fill(c2);
noStroke();
rect(x2, y2, vidScale2/2, vidScale2/2);
}
}
//determine if video is finished
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if(vidFile4[index].time() >= vidFile4[index].duration())
{
//reset count for interval between audio/video
count = millis();
//go to the next case in the order
order = 9;
//randomize index to choose item from array in next case
idx = random(10);
//set the index using the randomized number
index = (int) (idx);
println(index);
txtMsgTime = millis();
}
break;
case 9:
//**************ROBOTS**************
vidFile5[index].play();
image(vidFile5[index], 0, 0);

println("video time: " + vidFile5[index].time() + .25 + " || video duration: " +
vidFile5[index].duration());
//determine if video is finished
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if((vidFile5[index].time() + .25) >= vidFile5[index].duration())
{
findex = 0;
//reset count for interval between audio/video
count = millis();
//go back to the first case in the order
order = 1;
//reset index for audio/video
index = 0;
println(index);
txtMsgTime = millis();
vidFile3.stop();
}
break;
}
// Test to see if the shape exceeds the boundaries of the screen
// If it does, reverse its direction by multiplying by -1
if (vidX > width-vidW || vidX < 0)
{
vidXdir *= -1;
vidR = int(random(0,255));
vidG = int(random(0,255));
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vidB = int(random(0,255));
}
if (vidY > height-vidH || vidY < 0)
{
vidYdir *= -1;
vidR = int(random(0,255));
vidG = int(random(0,255));
vidB = int(random(0,255));
}
// Draw the shape
tint(vidR, vidG, vidB);
image(vidFile1, vidX, vidY, vidW, vidH);
// Update the position of the shape
vidX = vidX + ( vidXsp * vidXdir );
vidY = vidY + ( vidYsp * vidYdir );
tint(255);
}
any guy, especially a boy like me
I would love to have a hot daddy like you
you like my ass?
wow!
it’s perfect
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I love touching it ever since I was a kid it’s so soft
and it feels really good to do it. is that strange?
I’d love to touch it
would you rim it first if I bent over your desk?
mmm yes and finger it while you’re bent over
omg you know I want your cock inside me raw
mmm I can see you like your ass played with
I would tease it like a pussy to open it up
you can see it now?
mmm yes
it’s all soft and hot and ready for you.
look, two fingers
I wish I could do that to you now
I bet I could make you cum without touching
I know just the spot to hit
I’m not touching now daddy
but you see how hard I am anyway
it’s small I know.
is that okay?
not big like yours, so thick
small is fine baby, it doesn’t even have to get hard
I don’t mind small and soft
but it’s really small, some say like a little boy
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it doesn’t have to be big
or hard
neither, not at all for you to have an orgasm
and you don’t have to touch it
I can help you have a crazy orgasm
sometimes cum doesn’t even come out
do you think you could fuck me
fuck me that good and hard
so that i cum without touching my penis?
I’ve done it before
might take a little practice
fingers help
toys even more
look here
https://www.pornhub.com/view_video.php?viewkey=ph58aababcb8ae5
wow! I didn’t know that was possible
he does it 2 times one after another
and he never touches
but he does get a little hard
and he’s bigger than me
especially his balls
doesn’t matter the size, not at all
sometimes you may be hard sometimes not at all
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depends
besides, you’re in much better shape than him
but I’m not muscular
doesn’t matter... you’re very fit looking
you have a great body
I love touching my ass when I see your cock
I hope you can teach me to cum like that
then my ass will really be like a pussy
and my penis more like a clit
i won’t have to touch it to cum
is it weird to say that?
nothing is weird in sex...
or, if you look at it the opposite way
everything is weird about sex
I think it’s hot. here is something you can read
http://letstalksex.net/male-g-spot-guide-prostate-massage-pleasure/
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2:14
input source: You know it’s Denise’s bday today.
2:20
input source: for me it’s mostly when I think about not being able to talk to them anymore.
2:25
input source: I think of her all the time
2:26
input source: with my job, I’m surrounded by medical issues
2:27
input source: it’s constant.
2:29
input source: I get jolted every time
2:30
input source: me too
2:34
input source: ugh... I have to get back to work
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6: all gone now

Afghanistan (1979-1989): 1,000,000 - 1,800,000
Angola (1979-1986): 300,000 - 750,000
Bolivia (1970s): 500 - 1000
Cambodia (1969-1970s): 2,500,000
Chad (1982-1990): 200,000 – 240,000
Chile (1973-1990): 3,000
Colombia (1967-present): 65,000
East Timor (1975): 200,000
El Salvador (1981-1992): 75,000
Grenada (1979): 277
Guatemala (1967-1993): 200,000
Haiti (1967-1986): 50,000 – 100,000
Honduras (1980s): 400
Indonesia (1967-1998): 500,000 - 3,000,000
Iran (1980-1988): 262,000
Iraq (1980-1988): 105,000
Iraq (1990-2003): 420,000 - 760,000
Iraq (2003-present): 654,000
Israel/Palestine (1967-present): 100,000 – 200,000 (mostly Palestinians)
Laos (1967-1973): 200,000+
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Nepal (1996-present): 8,000 – 12,000
Nicaragua (1981-1990): 25,000
Pakistan (1971): 1,500,000 – 3,000,000
Panama (1989): 500 – 4,000
Philippines (1967-1986): 75,000 – 100,000
South America, Operation Condor (1975-1983): 13,000
Sudan (1967-2003): 1,000,000 – 1,500,000
Vietnam (1967-1975): 5,100,000
(former) Yugoslavia (1990s): 107,000
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5:35
input source: Making public oﬀicials uncomfortable, making them squirm and irritated and

possibly – probably – hurting their feelings and making them angry is one of the jobs of
comedians and artists of all kinds.
6:07
input source: and she didn’t hold back on their enablers either, the media.
6:14
input source: ha... that just about summarizes our decline
6:16
input source: no doubt whatsoever
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7: siplinks/eyechutes/stalelips/mate’s picks

(1) Body Language
Give me, body, give me, body body
Give me, your body
Don’t talk, don’t talk, don’t talk, don’t talk, don’t talk
Baby don’t talk
Body language
Body language
Body language
Give me your body
Just give me - yeah - your body
Give me - yeah - your body
Don’t talk
Body language ha ha
Body language
Body language
You got red lips
Snakes in your eyes
Long legs, great thighs
You’ve got the cutest ass I’ve ever seen
Knock me down for a six anytime
Mmm ha
Look at me - I gotta case of body language
Look at me - I gotta case of body language
ha ha haa
Look at me - I gotta case of body language
Look at me - I gotta case of body language
Of body language - of body language - yeah
Sexy body, sexy, sexy body
I want your body
Baby you’re hot
Body language hah
(2) I Am Here
I am here
And there
At the same time
The world is with me
And you’re coming for the ride
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I am here
I won’t hide
I am shouldering you
This is easy
This is not hard
Are you coming for the ride
Are you coming
I Am
Here
I am here
I am here
No more fear
No more dark shadowsI am here
And there
At the same time
The world is with me
And you’re coming for the ride
I am here
I won’t hide
I am shouldering you
This is easy
This is not hard
Are you coming for the ride
Are you coming
I Am
Here
I am here
I am here
No more fear
No more dark shadows
Let it come
Let me talk to you
See the face of your future
I don’t wanna hide
Hear it calling you
I Am
Here
I am here
I am here
I am here
I am here
I am here
(3) Blind
As a child, I knew
That the stars could only get brighter
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And we would get closer
Get closer
Oh, As a child, I knew
That the stars could only get brighter
That we would get closer
Get closer
Leaving this darkness
Behind
Oh, Now that I’m older
The stars should lie upon my face
When I find myself alone
Find myself alone
Oh, Now that I’m older
The stars should lie upon my face
And when I find myself alone
I feel like I
I am blind
Feel it
Feel it
Feel it
Feel it
Like I am blind
I am blind
I wish the stars could shine now
For they are closer
They are near
But they will not present my present
They will not present my present
I wish the light could shine now
For it is closer
It is near
But it will not present my present
It makes my past and future painfully clear
To hear you now
To see you now
I can look outside myself
And I must examine my breath and look inside
Oh, To see you now
To hear you now
I can look outside myself
And I must examine my breath and look inside
Because I feel blind
Because I feel blind
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I feel it
I feel it
I feel it
Like I
Like I’m blind
Oh, The movie will
Mmmm, and feel it
Oh, I feel it
Feel it
Oh, I feel it
(4) My Body
I go hungry
Pick at the shell
Paw the bottom
Of the well
I wear my body
I go bottom
Struggle for air
I go humming
‘Like A Prayer’
I wear my body
I wear my body like a rotted peach
You can have it if you handle the stink
I’m as open as a gutted pig
On the small of every back
You’ll see a picture of me
Wearing my body
I go guzzle
Scrap from the bin
Take it all
On the chin
I wear my body
(5) We Are The Robots
We’re charging our battery
And now we’re full of energy
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We’re functioning automatic
And we are dancing mechanic
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
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Ja tvoi sluga, Ja tvoi rabotnik
Ja tvoi sluga, Ja tvoi rabotnik
We are programmed just to do
Anything you want us to
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We’re functioning automatic
And we are dancing mechanic
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
Ja tvoi sluga, Ja tvoi rabotnik
Ja tvoi sluga, Ja tvoi rabotnik
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots, we are the robots
We are the robots
(6) Heartbeat
I feel icy
I feel cold
I feel old
Is there something here
behind me?
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I’m sublime
I feel empty
I feel dark
I remark
I am mesmerized
By my own beat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
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Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
In its own beat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
Like a heartbeat
(7) Nobody Home
I’ve got a little black book with my poems in
Got a bag with a toothbrush and a comb in
When I’m a good dog, they sometimes throw me a bone in
I got elastic bands keepin’ my shoes on
Got those swollen-hand blues
I got thirteen channels of shit on the T.V. to choose from
I’ve got electric light
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And I’ve got second sight
I got amazing powers of observation
And that is how I know
When I try to get through
On the telephone to you
There’ll be nobody home
I’ve got the obligatory Hendrix perm.
And the inevitable pinhole burns
All down the front of my favorite satin shirt.
I’ve got nicotine stains on my fingers.
I’ve got a silver spoon on a chain.
Got a grand piano to prop up my mortal remains.
I’ve got wild staring eyes
And I’ve got a strong urge to fly
But I got nowhere to fly to
Ooh, babe when I pick up the phone
there’s still nobody home
I’ve got a pair of Gohills boots
But I got fading roots
(8) Tooth for an Eye
Under this sun
Look what we have got
And those who haven’t
Bad luck
We’ve been running ‘round
Pushing the shopping cart
January 2012
Even in the suburbs of Rome
A brick in a castle a camp for those on the run
Dance as weapons
Release my eyes eyes eyes eyes tell me you
Some other kid is sucking on my thumb
Eyes eyes eyes eyes tell me you
Another kid needs to suck on my thumb
Under the sun
Picking piles of flowers for the flowers’ pot
It’s all that I’ve got
On my doorstep
A screaming hand
I’m telling you stories
Trust me
Rewrite history to suit our needs
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Open my country
A tooth for an eye eyes eyes eyes tell me you
Some other kid is sucking on my thumb
Eyes eyes eyes eyes tell me you
Another kid needs to suck on my thumb
Border’s lies the idea of what’s mine
A strange desire
Drawing lines with a ruler, bring the fuel to the fire
Border’s lies the idea of what’s mine, a strange desire
Drawing lines with a ruler
Bring the fuel to the fire
(9) Real Life
Give me something for nothing
Give me too much too soon
I’m so damn sick of your stupid rules
Give him something for nothing
Give him too much too soon
He’s so damn sick of your stupid rules
Tell me why do we always get what we want
When we don’t want it no more
And how do you feel now
We still sound so sick
Still fish around, in waters you know so well
Give me something for nothing
Give me too much too soon
We’re so damn sick of your rules
(we don’t want your progress
We wanna be first)
Give me something for nothing
Give me too much too soon
We’re so damn sick
Real Life (4x)
The world’s at my feet
But in your arms
A seeker of real silence am I
Deepest dreams come to real life
Shall I
Colours on the landscape grow brighter now
The long, dark years have passed by
Is the coffin of your true love
True love
Real Life
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Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Real Life
Is what I hear
(10)Everybody Loves a Lover
Everybody loves a lover
I’m a lover, everybody loves me
Anyhow, that’s how I feel
Wow, I feel just like a Pollyanna
I should worry, not for nothin’
Everybody loves me, yes they do
And I love everybody
Since I fell in love with you
Who’s the most popular personality
I can’t help thinkin’ it’s no one else but me
Gee, I feel just about ten feet tall, havin’ a ball
Guess ya might call me a Pollyanna
Everybody loves a lover
Everybody loves a lover
I’m a lover, everybody loves me
Anyhow, that’s how I feel
Wow, I feel just like a Pollyanna
I should worry, not for nothin’
Everybody loves me, yes they do
And I love everybody
Since I fell in love with
Fell in love with
Fell in love with you
(11)Somebody’s Watching You
Pretty, pretty, pretty as a picture
Witty, witty, witty as you can be
Blind ‘cause your eyes see only glitter
Closed to the things that make you free
Ever stop to think about a downfall
Happens at the end of every line
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Just when you think you’ve pulled a fast one
Happens to the foolish all the time
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Games are to played with toys etcetera
Love is to be made when you’re for real
Ups and downs are caused by life in general
Some are yours no matter how you feel
Shady as a lady in a mustache
Feelings camouflaged by groans and grins
Secrets have a special way about them
Moving to and fro among your friends
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Live it up today if you want to
Live it down tomorrow afternoon
Sunday school don’t make you cool forever
Neither does the silver of your spoon
The nicer the nice, the higher the price
This is what you pay for what you need
The higher the price, the nicer the nice
Jealous people like to see you bleed
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
Somebody’s watching you
(12)Somebody’s Watching You
Do you remember a guy that’s been
In such an early song?
I’ve heard a rumor from Ground Control
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Oh no, don’t say it’s true
They got a message from the Action Man
“I’m happy, hope you’re happy too
I’ve loved all I’ve needed, love
Sordid details following”
The shrieking of nothing is killing, just
Pictures of Jap girls in synthesis and I
Ain’t got no money and I ain’t got no hair
But I’m hoping to kick but the planet it’s glowing
Ashes to ashes, funk to funky
We know Major Tom’s a junkie
Strung out in heaven’s high
Hitting an all-time low
Time and again I tell myself
I’ll stay clean tonight
But the little green wheels are following me
Oh no, not again
I’m stuck with a valuable friend
“I’m happy, hope you’re happy too”
One flash of light but no smoking pistol
I never done good things (I never done good things)
I never done bad things (I never done bad things)
I never did anything out of the blue, woh-o-oh
Want an axe to break the ice
Wanna come down right now
Ashes to ashes, funk to funky
We know Major Tom’s a junkie
Strung out in heaven’s high
Hitting an all-time low
My mother said, to get things done
You’d better not mess with Major Tom
My mother said, to get things done
You’d better not mess with Major Tom
My mother said, to get things done
You’d better not mess with Major Tom
My mother said, to get things done
You’d better not mess with Major Tom
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Appendix
text:5
2. the written words in a book, magazine, etc., not the pictures;
3. data handled by a computer, cell phone, etc., that is mostly in the form of words;
4. a text message;
5. the exact words of a speech, quotation, etc;
6. a book or piece of writing that one studies as a part of a course;
7. a sentence or piece of writing from the Bible that a priest or minister reads aloud in
church and talks about;
8. in literary theory, a text is any object that can be ‘read’ whether this object is a
work of literature, a street sign, an arrangement of buildings on a city block, or
styles of clothing. It is a coherent set of signs that transmits some kind of
informative message. 6
9. in semiology, a text is any message preserved in a form whose existence is
independent of both sender and receiver;7

Merriam-Webster. “Text.” learnersdictionary.com. Accessed May 19, 2018. http://
www.learnersdictionary.com/definition/text
5

“Text (literary theory).” In Wikipedia. Accessed May 20, 2018. doi: May 20, 2018, https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_(literary_theory)
6

“Semiotics.” In Wikipedia. Accessed May 20, 2018. doi: May 20, 2018, https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_Semiotics
7
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code:8
1. a systematic statement of a body of law; especially: one given statutory force;
2. a system of principles or rules; moral code;
3. a system of signals or symbols for communication;
4. a system of symbols (such as letters and numbers) used to represent assigned and
often secret meanings;
5. genetic code;
6. instructions for a computer (as within a piece of software);
7. (also) in communications and information processing, code is a system of rules to
convert information–such as a letter, word, sound, image, or gesture–into another
form or representation, sometimes shortened or secret, for communication
through a communication channel or storage in a storage medium; machine code,
or machine language, is a set of instructions executed directly by a computer’s
central processing unit;9

Merriam-Webster. “Definition of Code.” merriam-webster.com. Accessed May 19, 2018.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/code
8

“Code.” In Wikipedia. Accessed May 20, 2018. doi: May 20, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Code
9
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machine: 10
1. an assemblage of parts that transmit forces, motion, and energy one to another in
a predetermined manner
2. an instrument (such as a lever) designed to transmit or modify the application of
power, force, or motion
3. a mechanically, electrically, or electronically operated device for performing a task
4. a living organism or one of its functional systems
5. one that resembles a machine
6. a combination of persons acting together for a common end along with the
agencies they use

Merriam-Webster. “Definition of Machine.” merriam-webster.com. Accessed May 19, 2018.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/machine
10
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2. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, 😀 , video on monitor(still), 10:08, 2018.
3. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, 😀 , video on monitor(still), 10:08, 2018.
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6. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, 😀 , video projection(still), 15:48, 2018.
7. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, 😀 , video projection(still), 15:48, 2018.
8. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, 😀 , video projection(still), 15:48, 2018.
9. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, 😀 , video projection(still), 15:48, 2018.
10. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
11. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
12. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
13. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
14. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
15. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
16. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
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17. Carter Johnson, May 17, 2018 - June 02, 2018, s.a.p, audio, video, monitor, camera
Processing, live-feed video, 3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00, 15:48, 2018.
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Images

image 01: (video still) 😀 , 2018. video on monitor, 10:08

image 02: (video still) 😀 , 2018. video on monitor, 10:08
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image 03: (video still) 😀 , 2018. video on monitor, 10:08

image 04: (video still) 😀 , 2018. video on monitor, 10:08
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image 05: (video still) machine, 2018. video projection, 15:48

image 06: (video still) machine, 2018. video projection, 15:48
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image 07: (video still) machine, 2018. video projection, 15:48

image 08: (video still) machine, 2018. video projection, 15:48
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image 09: (video still) machine, 2018. video projection, 15:48

image 10: (video still) s.a.p, 2018. audio, video, monitor, camera Processing, live-feed video,
3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00
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image 11: (video still) s.a.p, 2018. audio, video, monitor, camera Processing, live-feed video,
3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00

image 12: (video still) s.a.p, 2018. audio, video, monitor, camera Processing, live-feed video,
3D print, paperback, (varies) 40:00 - 48:00
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image 13:
(page spread)
s.a.p, 2018.
audio, video,
monitor, camera
Processing, livefeed video, 3D
print,
paperback,
190pp

image 14:
(page spread)
s.a.p, 2018.
audio, video,
monitor, camera
Processing, livefeed video, 3D
print,
paperback,
190pp
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image 15:
(page spread)
s.a.p, 2018.
audio, video,
monitor, camera
Processing, livefeed video, 3D
print,
paperback,
190pp

image 16:
(page spread)
s.a.p, 2018.
audio, video,
monitor, camera
Processing, livefeed video, 3D
print,
paperback,
190pp
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image 17: (page spread) s.a.p, 2018. audio, video, monitor, camera Processing, live-feed
video, 3D print, paperback, 190pp,
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Installation Views

(text & 3D print) s.a.p, 2018. audio, video,
monitor, camera Processing, live-feed video,
3D print, paperback, 190pp
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